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WEATHER FORECAST
Fall in South Portion; Rain or
Snow Tonight or Sunday

WE PRINT THE NEWS
If You Read It
In The Optic, It' Si

VOL. XXXII No. 58

EAST LAS VEGAS,

CLAIRVOYANT

A

J.

SWINDLES G.
FREDERICKS

WORKED
"PROFESSOR LEROY"
ON SUPERSTITIONS OF LAS
VEGAS CITIZEN

GOT AWAY

WITH

$117

CASH

SEER PROMISED TO DISCLOSE TO
HIS VICTIM LOCATION
GOLD MINE

PLACED

IN

MONEY

A

OF

SACK

DURING SUBSEQUENT
PROCEEDINGS, CROOK SWITCH--

HOWEVER,

!

ED BAGS ON HIM

a clairvoyant
in Las Vegas
for several weeks, has disappeared
So has a sum, of money amounting to
about $117, the hard earned cash of
G. J. Fredericks.
It is believed by
Mr. Fredericks and the officers that

s ion hotel where Leroy had his room
The sign "Professor Leroy, clairvoy
ant" still hung from the door but the
professor had gone. That occurred
yesterday. The professor left town
Thursday night. Although the offi
cers have made a systematic search
they have found no trace Of the van
ished professor.
While here Leroy was visited by a
considerable clientage. It is reported
that he hoodwinked several other
people but they are reticenl about
letting it be known that they were
robbed.
Leroy's real name, the one his fath
er and mother bestowed upon him,
is Everett. He is a telegraph oier- ator and came here from New York
state. He evidently found communication with spirits over waves of ether
more remunerative than communication with mortals by means of a wire
and the Morse code.
Everett had a confederate who acted aa a press agent for him. This
man, who went under the name of
Bell, tsat about hotel lobbies and
stores and engaged people in conversation telling them of the wonderful
ability of a certain clairvoyant whom
he chanced to meet while stopping at
the same hotel. If Everett is found
and brought back here the officials
say he will be prosecuted to the limit.
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CITY EDITION

AN IMPORTANT ARREST
In the arrest of a man who tried
to pawn a revolver J here yesterday
Sheriff Secundino Romero believes be
baa effected the capture of Leslie
Bell, an alleged horse thief and cattle
rustler on whose trail he has been
camping for some time. The man
I
gave another name which was man!
festiy fictitious when arrested. This
be was given a hearing in
morning
HELD UP OVERLAND
UNITED STATES BANKERS AND
the court of Justice Felipe Baca MEN WHO
LIMITED
AGO TAKEN
MANUFACTURERS
TO TAKE
WEEK
y Garcia and was given 90 days in
IN
OVER THE PROPERTY
OGDEN
the county jail on the charge of car
rying a gun. During the man's sen
tence Sheriff Romero will make an
VALUE MILLION AND A HALF
HIDING IN A
JOOMING HOUSE
investigation. He believes he ' can
Identify him as BelL So confident is
OF Mr. Romero that he has captured his TWO OTHER SUSPECTS CAUGHT
EXHIBITION
PERMANENT
man that he has labeled Ma belongAMERICAN MADE MACHININ POLICE DRAGNET AT
ings "Leslie Bell."
ERY TO BE INSTALLED
SAME TIME
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OFFICERS ARREST
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EDUCATE
WILL
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TEACH
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USE

THEM

BANDITS

FARMERS
MODERN

METHODS

AND

MACHINERY

FINED FOR BUYING UNIFORMS
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 14. A
Morelli and Nicholas Cassull, two sec
dealers, were yesterday fined f 5 and costs by Justice of the Peace
W. W. MoOIeJlan being found guilty
of purchasing and having in their
possession uniforms which are the
property of the United States government. Adjutant General A. S. Brookes
of the New Mexico national guard was
the complaining witness in the case.
ond-han- d

ARE

EMPLOYES

THREE OUT OF FOUR FORMER
TRAINMEN, THE OTHER BEING A BARTENDER

of the work on the road, had everything in preparation for the arrival
of the gents from the big territorial
institution and they were on their
way to Sapello within fifteen minutes
after the arrival of the train. With
good weather the gang will be able
to make good progress. The work
is arduous. Most of it will be done
with pick and shovel. Mr. Price ex
pects to rush the highway to as
SNOW AND EXTREME
speedy a conclusion as possible.

SEVERAL STATES

IN THROES OF
BLIZZARD

CASTRO

HELD TO GRAND JURY
Waiving preliminary examination in
the court of Justice of the Peace Pa
bio Ulibarrl, Juan Montoya y Castro
was this morning bound over to await
the action of the territorial grand
jury. Castro is theman who shot
Canuto Romero through the arm and
leg about ten days ago. According to
the story, Mrs. Romero had fled from
her home to that of the Castros when
her husband attempted to beat her.
Romero followed her and demanded
admission to the house. ThiB was refused and Romero tried to break in
the door. Then Castro fired through
the planks with his big revolver and
Romero fell wounded to the ground.
His wounds were extremely painful
but not serious. Castro doubtless
will furnish bond.

Jan., 14. The greater
Ogden, Utah, Jan. 14 The train
who held up the westbound
robbers
Leo
estate
of Count
part of the
Limited on the Union PaOverland
Tolstoi probably will be turned into
were
cific near here a week ago,
a great experimental farm, cutlvat-earrested in this city today.
under American methods and by
The men were arrested along with
American machinery.
two others in a rooming house by
FOUND DIFFICULTY
the two disappearances have some PERPETUAL PROPOSER
Michael Kousmanskl, a nephew of TAFT APPROVES
Captain Brown, Detective Pender and
all
were
Harrison.
Sheriff
thing more material than a spiritual
They
the late Count, who came to America
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sleeping in one bed. The police say
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two of the men acted as "fences."
Andrew Carnegie, announces that a
A Pullman pillowslip was found in the
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LOVE
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sidue of it will be discovered tucked
A beneficiary of the robbery distions. The estate is valued at a
HIM IT IS ALL RIGHT
away in one of his ample pockets.
million and a half dollars.
The
closed the identity of the men to the
Cincinnati, . O., Jan. 14. Col. J.
New York, Jan. 14. Genardo Bion Americans, whose names are not di
The scheme worked by the clair
detectives. The loot was shipped out Perry
Fyfte, chief of police of the
14
Santa
Jan.
"The
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Fe,
way of Ogden a week ago. The police
voyant to secure Mr. Fredericks' roll dl is waiting in Jail here for the op- vulged, agree to purchase the estate
Panama
Canal zone, and Miss Nellie
ia one of the smoothest that has ever portiinlty to make the twentywsecond on condition that 150 acres, which is prepared for the admission of New give the names of the men aa W. Lew- B.
Frost,
formerly telegraph editor of
come to the attention of the peace
0f marriage to Nunziata Ce- Tolstoi's heirs desire to devote to a Mexico during the next fifty days," is, Pete Murphy, H. Shaeffer and two Chattanooga, Tenn.,
newspapers,
two
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O'Dell.
fleers of the territory. Mr. Fredericks sarana. He made the twenty-firs- t
school
of
Thomas
The
first
and
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settlement
said
Territorial Secretary Nathan
pro
of which Col. Fyffe was the managing
All
are sup- editor, were married here Thursday
consulted the man in his room in La posal yesterday and did it in open agriculture, should be paid for by an Jaffa, who returned yesterday from a are the alleged robbers.
fund, to thirty days' vacation vfeilt in Wash posed to be railroad men except night after overcoming many difsoul- Pension hotel. After going into a court. It was the only question ask international subscription
Shaeffer, who came from Butte, ties. Rev. George H. Edwards, arch
trance and tying himself in a few ed by Biondl, after listening to the which the admirers of the late Count ington and
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Alont.,
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al. At that time she
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CARRIE NATION VERY SICK
perform the ceremony, because Col
happy on the Other Shore, wa about tempted to cut her throat when she erect a permanent exhibition
Kansas City, Jan. 14. Mrs. Carrie onel Fyffe, who had been divorced,
to disclose to him the location of a refused htm. The girl displayed a American agricultural machinery and on January 21, and would be greatly
fabulously, rich gold mine. He asserted long scar on her neck in support of cultivate the surrounding lands by disappointed if the constitution were Nation, who suffered a nervous break- was unable to produce the court do
further that he would disclose this the charge. The magistrate inform modern methods, to demonstrate to not approved. From a conversation down yesterday at her home In Eu- cument to prove he was entitled to
had with President Taft at the reka Springs, Ark., was today report- marry again. Rev. D. Lee Aultmann,
wonderful discovery to his client if ed the prisoner he might ask any ques- the Russian farmers how they can
complied tion of the witness he . pleased.- - "f produce twice the amount of crops White House last Saturday, I am cer ed to be seriously ill. She probably pastor of the Trinity Methodist Epis
certain
provisions
want her to be my wife," said Blondi on their fertile lands and save great tain that he approves of the New will be confined to her bed several copal church, however, was satisfied
with.
with the license Issued by the prob
Mexico constitution, and not only weeks.
Fredericks
Mr
readily agreed. hopefully. The girl shook her head labor expense.
ate court of Hamilton county, and per
Mr,
These were the stipulations:
and Biondl lost Interest in the pro
that, but that he is mightily pleased
formed the ceremony.
with it. He has a remarkable memFredericks was to g've to the clair ceedings. He was held in two thou
ory for New Mexico facts and Inci- CONVICTS ARRIVE
voyant a sum of money over $100. The sand dollar ball to answer to the ACCUSED WOMAN
seer was to "charge" the money and charge of attempted murder.
dents, and spoke pleasingly of the
NEW AUTO IN TOWN
sew it up in a sack which Mr. Fred
territory and its people. Every one
is riding around in the
Will
In the east seems to regard statehood
TO BUILD ROAD newest Rogers
erlcks wa3 to wear about his neck.
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auto in town.
handsomest
and
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MORE
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as an assured fact, in which the
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ia a 1911 model Overland touring
It
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view
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Is the only link necessary to com- BIGGEST
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to lead bim Jo
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ures absent In cars of other makes.
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reward for his faithful performance of between Canada and the British West
plete the structure."
SENT FROM PENITENTIARY
One of these is four doors instead of
AFFINITY
TOOK
SCHENK
Indies a large and representative par
these simple instructions,
CAMP AT SAPELLO
INTO
GO
two, the front seats being enclosed
RIDING
JOY
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Believing that it's worth while to ty of Canadian business men left on
It is
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running
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Forty-siconvicts,
largest
Wheling, W. Va., Jan. 14. The
few days if one can thereby wear fine for a tour of the British colonial pos
being carried on by the mesa farmers of prisoners ever sent out from the blue body. Mr. Rogers has taken the
clothes and carry lots of money in sessions and other inlands in the Car- tedium of hypothetical questions and and their families a local system havterritorial penitentiary to perform agency for the Overland in Las Vegas
one's pocket the rest of his life by so ibbean sea. The cruise will occupy technical testimony was suddenly ing been installed during the past two
work, arrived here this after- and Its vicinity and no doubt will be
visended late yesterday in the Schenk weeks. One of the dry farmers, W. H. public
doing Mr. Fredericks hastened to give about six weeks and will include
from
noon
Santa Fe in a car at- kept busy demonstrating the fine
St
its to Cuba, Jamaica, Trinidad,
case when the state, through a wit Kllpatrick, has had considerable exthe professor the money.
to
Santa
tached
Fe train No. 10. The qualities of the new car to prospective
In a short time he was presented by Kitts, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Antigua ness, brought into the court records perience in the telephone business.
of Cleofes Ro purchasers.
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were
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was
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and
San Domingo
string was attached. The money
prosecution of Mrs. Laura Farnsworth ment and began installing 'phones in deputies. They were placed in wagons
supposed to be enclosed in the sack.
Schenk, charged with administering the homes of his neighbors. The inwith their effects, were taken di- TAWNEY AGAINST
John O, struments are connected with ' the and
And this actually was the case as
husband,
poison to her
rectly to Sapello, where they will go
Mr. Fredericks at another visit saw ADVERSE REPORT TO
Schenk.
wire fences and are said to into camp tonight. Tomorrow all
barbed
FORTIFYING CANAL
Daniel Phillips, a piano salesman, work excellently. More 'phones will
it removed from its enclosure. The
preliminary preparations will be com
whose name has been guarded from be installed soon. The present sys
spirit, however, was not working
be
DEEP WATERWAY publicity, told of long auto rides with tem undoubtedly Is the forerunner of pleted and Monday brightonandvearly
right and the seer said it must
the con- DECLARES THAT GREAT ARMAthe gang will begin work
Fred"charged" again. This time Mr.
the accused, at her invitation, lor a complete system that will be con
new
highway to
struction of the
MENTS ARE A TEMPTATION
ericks received a sack and string
BY over eighteen months previous to her nected with the Las Vegas exchange. Mora.
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the, nrtaoners. few caring to attempt tee on foreign affairs, and a declaraPenMr. Fredericks hastened to La
deep waterway from Lockport, them a diamond pin and a smoking
to escape. Good behavior on ihe road tion by Chairman Tawney of ehe
the terminus of the Chicago drainage jacket, but denied any knowledge of
of the sen house appropriations committee that
BUBONIC PLAGUE gangs meansalsoshortening
canal, to the Mississippi river, has a $300 fur overcoat, whioh, It had
means the freedom great armaments are a temptation to
tences.
It
TOBACCO GROWERS
prepared a draft of its report to be been alleged, he was to have receivof the open air In contrast to prison war, marked a joint mass nleetlng of
made to the president It Is said ed the day she was arrested.
walls. For this reason the convicts the New York Peace society and the
ABANDON 1911 CROP the report will be that a government
The state attempted several times GOVERNMENT BEING URGED TO are
iusually good workers and behave People's Institute here last night.
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to hint of Intimacy between him and
appropriation for a
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well.
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COLD PRE- VAIL FROM CALIFORNIA TO
ILLINOIS

NEVADA IS LITERALLY BURIED
MOUNTAINOUS

DRIFTS AND COL
TIE
UP TRAFFIC

LAPSED

SNOWSHEDS

WIRE SYSTEMS

PARALYZED

SLEET AND RAIN PLAYS
IN

IOWA, ILLINOIS
MINNESOTA

HAVOC

AND

San Francisco, Jan. 14. Thesuo
storm that has been raging through
out Nevada and over the Sierras, still
continues, but reports to the Southern Pacific general offices here. Indi
cate that the worst is now over.
Mountainous drifts and v collapsed
snowsheds continue to tie up traffic,
but a number of overland trains
stalled in Blue Canyon, are expected
to reach Oakland sometime today.
Blockade Finally Cleared
Sacramento, Calif., Jan, 14. The
Southern Pacific line over the Sierras
was cleared at noon' today and aix
overland trains, stalled between Sum
mit and Blue Canyon, lmmediaiely
started westward, Eastbound
by snow at various points
between Colfax, Calif., and Reno,
Nev., were alao started on their way
UU
thlB morning. It la'
anowlng
between Blue Canyon and. ismtfcraut
Gap. Below Emlirrant Oap a torren
tial rain prevails and disastrous results are expected. More than two
hundred cars are being loaded with
safcks of sand ready to rush to the
threatened points.
trains-blockade-

Two Klllefd By Snow Plow
Redding, Calif., Jan. 14. In a
blinding snowstorm near Hornbrook,
Calif., last night, a buggy occupied by
Alexander Burns and his son, Clar
ence, was struck by a snow plow be
ing pushed by a locomotive. Tho
father, who was deaf, was killed outright, and the son, who was blind.
died during the night.

Storm Moves Eastward
Jan. 14. A blizzard is
raging today throughout Iowa,, western Illinois and southern Minnesota.
Sleet and rain have carried down all
wires in many places, and the telegraph and telephone companies are
severely crippled. Train service Is
also badly delayed by the storm.
Chicago,

MILWAUKEE AUTO SHOW'
"Milwaukee, Wis., Jan. 14. Everything pertaining to the motor industry, from the smal'est bolt to the finished,
handsomely modeled
touring car, has found a place in the
annual show of the Milwaukee Automobile Dealers' association, which
opens in the auditorium tonight, to
continue through the coming week.
The exhibition is said to be the most
comprehensive and elaborate of its
kind ever attempted in any American
city outside of New York and Chicago. In addition to the pleasure ve- hides there is a mammoth display of
commercial cars and motor trucka
filling the entire basement and a part
of the annex.

lakes-to-the-gu-

REBELS MARCH ON
HONDURAN

CAPITAL

lakes-to-the-gu- lf

four-fifth-

crop.

V

REPORTS OF FURTHER VICTORIES FOR THEM SOUNDS
DOOM OF DAVILA

Orleans, Jan. 14. A special
dispatch from Managua, - Nicaragua,
this morning says that Genera; Duron has captured practically the entire province of Choluteca, Honduras,
in the name of General Bonilla, the
leader of the revolution. Duron's army
is now said to be marching oa the
"
' ""'
capital.
New

'

'

'
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Of White Good

MKMiHL MW
flONDAY, JANUARY

COMMENCING

WUIjvJ

U

in.

AND CLOSING WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 25,

16

White
Table Linens

White
Piece Goods

7.
0!

Bleached Table Linen
in an extra good quality, good
patterns, worth $1.90, special$1.50
per yard
72 inch Bleached Table Linen of
good serviceable quality and
desirable
patterns, worth
$1.25 per yard, for this sale....90o
Bleached Table Linen
in good qualities and newest
patterns, wortli 75c per yard, 60o
special for this sale

84-in-

India Linen
9c quality for
10c quality for
12JC quality for
15c quality for
20c quality for
25c quality for

7c
8 Jc

i.lOc

7

12Jc

f

WHITE WAISTS, LACES, EflBROIDERIES

... 15c
19c

Bed Linens, Lace Curtains, Piece Goods, Table Linens and

Persian Lawn

MUSLIN

174c
19c

for
for

20c quality
25c quality

h

U

Bleached Table Linen,
27c
worth 35o per yard, special
h
Unbleached Table Linen,
good weight, worth 75c, special 60o
h

NDERWEAR

Bed Spreads
$1.25

Other Piece Goods

In large and varied assortments, especially priced for this
are all new, desireable goods of latest styles and
many of them just arrived. Those who
first selections of new goods will find it

Including, Dotted Swiss, Plain
Nainsook
Swiss,
and Cambric, either plain or
fancy weaves, for
Lin-Weav- e,

ten day sale.

8.50
4. B0
5.00

These

best qualities,
appreciate

$2.60

3.55
3.90

Sheets'

well

-

60o

8-

69o

8-- 4

72o
78o
45o

.
Sheets, 63x90.
'.
Sheets, 72x90
Sheets, 81x90
10- - 4 Sheets,
90x90. . .
Sheets, with center seam
42x36 Pillow Slips, each

4
-4
9- - 4
7-

worth while to attend this sale.

One Fourth Off

98c

quality for
quality for...
quality for
quality for

ff

.rtuslin Underwear

15o

D
OFF.
This means you can select what you wish in Muslin Underwear at our regular
During this sale our entire stock of Ladie's fluslin Underwear will be sold at
And remember, this is for new, desirable merchandise.
prices, which are marked in plain figures, deduct one third, pay the balance and take the goods.
ONE-THIR-

Skirts
ONE-THIR-

Gowns

OFF

D

,

ONE-THIR-

OFF

D

Lace and embroidery trimmed garments of excellent qualities and full width.

Well made garments in full
size, tastefully trimmed with
lace and embroidery.

.
$1.50 Skirts
2.00 Skirts for
2. 50 Skirts for
3.00 Skirts for
3.50 Skirts for

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.25
3.00

for----

$1.00
1.35
1.65

2.00
2.35

Gowns
Gowns
Gowns
Gowns
Gowns

.65c
$1.00

for
for
for
for
for

.. ..

1.35

1.50
2.00

Corset Covers
Drawers
OFF ONE'THIR. D OFF

ONE-THIR-

ONE-THIP-

D

Combination

OFF

D

These garments come in a
These popular garments are
Daintily trimmed with lace, variety of styles and several
ribbon and embroidery, in an models.
especially
dainty and attractive,
trimmed
and
Neatly
excellent variety of styles.
with unequaled qualities.
well made.
75c Garments for
$1.00 Garments for
1.50 Garments for
2.25 Garments for
3.00 Garments for

75c Garments for
$1.00 Garments for
1.25 Garments for
$1.00
2.00 Garments for
1.50
2.00 2.50 Garments for
50c
67c

ion STYLES

50c
67c
83c

.$1.35
1.65

75c Chemise for
$1.25 Chemise for..
1.50 Chemise for...
2.75 Chemise for
3.00 Chemise for

..50c
83c

$1.00
1,85
2.00

Suits Children's
OFF

ONE-THIR- D

ONE-FOURT-

Corset Cover with Drawers
or Corsnt Cover with Short
Shirts, all sizes.
$1.50
2.25
2.50
2.75

Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits

for
for
for..--

.

for
3.00 Suits for

Wear,
OFF

H

Skirts, Drawers and Gowns
in a good variety of styles, neatly trimmed and well made.

.$1.00 25c
1.50 35c
1.67 50c
1.85 65c
2.00 75c

Garments
Garments
Garments
Garments
Garments

for

for.
for
for
for

the NEW SPRING MODELS

We have a large and beautiful
Attractive Patterns and Excellent Qualities
of these popular garments made in
One lot of new and pretty embroider' s ranging
exceptionally pretty styles from the best
of materials, nicely trimmed with satin from 3 inches to 6 inches wide, worth from
-- .
ribbons. Prices range from 50c to $3 12Jc to 15c, special for this sale, per yard,
each. For this sale
One lot fine Nainsook and Swiss Embroideries,
OFF
both edges and insertions, worth from 15c
to 25c, special, per yard
One lot of fine Embroidery, in exceptionally
pretty patterns, widths from 3 inches to 6 inches,
both edges and insertions, worth 25c to 35c,

We have just received 500 of the new spring
models in ladies' waists. The iot includes a large
variety of styles ranging from the plain tailored
effects to the sheer and dainty models so much
desired by every lady. Lapel Effects, Dutch
Necks and Fancy Shaped Openings have the pre
ference and come in a good variety of styles.
These garments are all new spring models, well made, neatly and
tastefully trimmed and much above the average in quality,' style and
appearance.
special!
We have marked these waists to sell for $1.50, $1.75 and $2.00 each
We have but few suits and coats left
One lot Corset Cover Embroidery and
Skirt Flouncing, ,all good patterns, worth
and every one of them is exceptional value for the money. As an
but what we have, we are pricing ex- 35c per yard, special for this sale,
per
yard
this
sale
to
the
make
new season's styles and to
especially
introductory
tremely low during this sale.
One lot of Corset Cover Embroidery in unusually dainty effects and excellent
interesting to the ladies of Las Veeas. we will place the entire lot on
qualities
sale for the next ten days at
worth $1.25 per yard, special
ONE-FOURT-

H

o2

Ladies' Suits
and Long: Coats

i8c

18-inc-

One Piece Dresses

$1.37 Each

h

New Laces

Are also very attractively priced for the
One lot of Linen Torchon and Val. Laces in a good variety of
191 1
next ten days. In these lines we can
and patterns, worth from 5c to 15c per yard,
widths
save you money and give you the' best
Another lot of nice waists including a variety of styles, made from
,
special per yard
...2"jC
qualities.
good materials and nicely trimmed
One lot of Val. and Immitation
some plain tailored effects, others
Torchon Lace, worth from
12ioto njc special
desireablemodels,
8o
lingerie
One
lot of Val. and German
some carried over from the past

Every Waist Shown is a

season, but mostly new,
models, at prices from

$1.25 to $5.00

1911

Model

Uj

Y

-- 1
if
Uf )i

ftX

19c
26c
38c
49c
56c

Ladies'
New and
White Aprons Dainty Embroideries

White Waists
FIRST SHOWING OF

Chemise

icsr

IJj

fit

Y

f

a

ifK
( 0
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1

U
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VaL Laces, worth from 15o
to 22 Jo, special
One lot of Pure Linen Tor-

chon Lace, worth from 20o
to 30c, special

jo.

25C
92C
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annual meet!:; of the National Board
of Trade. The convention will be
devoted to the discussion of questions
affecting all business transactions.
Wednesday is the day fixed for the
consecration of Very Rev- J. W.
as Episcopal bishop of Arizona.
Bishop Lawrence of Massachusetts
will officiate at the ceremony, whlcb
will take place in Trinity church, Bos
ton.
The appeal of Dr. B. Clark Hrde,
convicted of the murder of Colonel
Thomas Swope in Kansas City and
sentenced to life Imprisonment, Is set
down for argument in the Missouri
supreme court on Friday.
The celebration of the ' birthday
anniversary of General Robert E.
Lee throughout the South, the meet
ing of the Dominion forest conserva
tion conference in Quebec, the an
nual negro conference at the Tuske- gee Normal and Industrial Institute,
the national convention of the Unit
ed Mine Workers of America in Co
lumbus,' O., and the meeting of the
Union of American Hebrew Conere-nation- s
in New York City will be
among the other events that will
contribute to the news of the week.

u.

191

1

cents. Tea averages
The carrying
charge is less than a quarter of a
cent from New York here. The profit
on a single pair of shoes that sells
for 4 Is equal to six times the
freight charges on 20 pairs. A suit of
STATE GOVERNMENT
UNDER THIS CONSTITUTION
DEPENDS
clothes may be had for $20, the
ENTIRELY ON THE CITIZENS OF THE STATE; EMINof
which
five
about
be
weight
may
ENT JURIST DECLARES REJECTION OP GOLDEN
pounds and the freight charge there
OPPORTUNITY WOULD BE PROFOUND MISFORon
2
is less than
THE DEMOCRATIC LOVE FEAST
cents, whllo the
15
STATISTICIAN
FIGURES
IN
TUNE AND DOOM HOPE OF INDEPENDENCE
ARKANSAS
THE , BATTLESHIP
8.
to
is
the
dealer
average
profit
IN BALTIMdRE BIG EVENT
FOR INDEFINITE TIME
YEARS 8YSTEMS UNDER COM
BE
OF
THE
WILL
MISTRESS
"Meantime, what of the railroad?
OF COMING WEEK
PLETE RENEWAL
For 60 years, or during the entire
AMERICAN NAVY
period of their existence in actual
Washington, Jan. 14. In celebra14. "A physiol- mileage, freight rates have decreased
Jan.
Pittsburg,
Pa,
Camden, N- J., Jhii. 14. Surpassed
tion of their success in the November,
"If we have to make another appeal to congress we shall meet
ogist tells us," remarks a well kruwn steadily, while wages have as stead- by none and equaled only by her
elections, democrats of prominence
with the response that We did not see fit to take our chance
local railroad man, "that tht entire ily advanced."
now
under eons! ruction s
sister ship
from all over the country win attend
when we had It, and that nothing further will be done for us.
physical makeup of our bodies underfew miles down the river on tug
a grand Jackson day' Jubilation at
"A constitution Is ft poor place for experiments.
a
seven
goes
complete renewal every
Pennsylvania side, America's latest
Baltimore Tuesday.
TO HAVE NOTED 8PEAKERS
The scheduled
"Rejection of the constitution would bo profound misfortune.
and greatest warship, the battleship
ytars. But that Is not true o' tue
speakers include Governor Harmon of
New
"The Important thing la to make the majority for it so over14.
Jan.
York,
Elaborate
pre Arkansas, was launched todny Into
railroads. The natural life or an enOhio, Governor Foss of Massachuns to leave no doubt how New Mexico feels on the sub- f
have
been
whelming
parations
for
the
1
completed
Is
for
Inn
Instance,
gine,
years.
the waters of the Delaware river, on
setts, Representative Champ Clark,
twenty-seconof
statehood."
conference
ject
Union
of
the
ai!s, If, properly cared for, will 'ast
whoso shores so ninny of Uncle flam's
Senator
Bailey of Texas, Senator
about eight years and steel rails 15 of American Hebrew congregations, formidable defenders have been built.
Shively of Indiana, and many other
yearsThe average lire of ties is which will be held in this city next Ilullt by the New York fihlpbulldng
leaders, of prominence.
from four to seven years, according week, the sessions beginning Monday company at Bouth Camden, the ArOf much interfest in political
s
Tim foregoing
to the kind of timber from which and continuing four days. The union kansas,
statements
are convention must be held and before
sister ship to the Wyoming,
will be the caucus of democratic
is the largest representative body cf
A1- - that can be dime
voiced
truths
they are hewn and the sort of ground
by
under
construction tit Cramps shipmoney to defray
members of the house on Thursday,
ford W. Cooley, former solicitor gen the necessary
In which they are laid. A boxcar lnsts reformed Jews In America, and delemust be forth
on
the
side
of
the
expenses
yard
Philadelphia
when a Ways and Means committee
about 12 years, a passenger coach gates from the most Important con- Delaware, Is slioiit fifty per cent com- - eral of the United States, and until coming.
will require affirma
That
will be selected with a view to framabout 18. Bear in mind though, that gregations throughout the country ploled and will be Itirned over to the recently associate Justice of the su- tive legislation, and we shall, In my
ing a tariff bill for submission to the
an engine must go to the shops for will attend the conference. Many government probably before the end preme court of New Mexico and udgment, bo In a worse position than
HELPLESS A3 A BABY
next congress.
at least once a year and noted speakers will be heard at the of the year,
Judge of the Blxth Judicial district, that in which we found ourselves ft
overhauling
Va.
Mrs. Jennie 11.
Valley Heights,
The contest for United States .senwho now resides In Silver city.
in a letter from this place, that some part of the rolling stock several sessions, among them TheoKlrby,
The
of
Arksnssawa
year ago. Then we could call upon
(he
launching
ators probably will be settled in
dore
Oscar
Roosevelt,
Mayor
In
Qaynor,
la
the
"I was sick In bed for nine
Judge Cooley knows the law and tho leaders of both parlies to redeem
all the time.
says:
shop
was
and
witness
repair
successful
entirely
New York, Rhode Island, West Vir8. Straus, Judge Joslah
Cohen
of ed
the fact. He knows New Mexico, and party pledges, but If e have to
months, with womanly troubles. I was Pile and trestle bridges must be reby many Invited guests, Including
and
ginia,
Dalvd
Dr.
Pittsburg
Connecticut, Massachusetts, so weak and
of
Phllllpson
officials of (lie Navy de he knows tho situation, lie is ft man make another appeal It may very
at times, that newed every seven years, while woodhelpless,
prominent
Cincinnati.
Tennessee, North Dakota, Iowa, Co- I could not
raise my head olt the pit en bridges under roof will last about
partment at Washington, tisval of of unimpeachable Integrity, keen in- well be that we shall meet with the
lorado and several other states.
low. I commenced to tiikn
nnrrtnl twice as long and the life of an iron
ficers from Annapolis, Norfolk, New sight snd Impartiality.
response that WE DID NOT SEE
New governors will take office dur.
He lias written the following letter FIT TO TAKE
and I saw it was helping me, at once bridge, If properly cared for, will
York and other points, snd the Unit
8IR LOUIS JETTE 75
CHANCE
OUR
ing the week in New Jersey, Pennsyl Now, I can work, all
for publication:
WHEN WE HAD IT, AND THAT
day. ' As a ionic. equnl that of a man. Averaging these
14. Sir Louis A. Jette, ed RlHfes senators and
Jan.
representa
Quebec,
vania, Texas, Tennessee, Alabama for weak women,
That sn overwhelming majority of NOTHING
FURTHER WILL BE
nothing has boon figures up. it. will be found that the chief Justice of the superior court of tives from Arkatwa. Tho sponser
and South Carolina.
found, for fifty yenrs, that would take physical life of a railroad Is about Quebec, and for many years a con- was Miss Mncon, daughter of flopre-- the people of New Mexico desire DONE FOR US.
An election will be held in New
the place of Cardul. It will surely do 15 years.
"I have attempted to set forth the
statehood, slid statehood In the nesr
spicuous figure in publle, life, will sentntlve Macon of Arksnsns,
Mexico Saturday to decide upon the
you good. Cardul is prepared from
"Now," continued the railroader, celebrate the seventy-fiftThe giant battleship slid down the future, seems too clear to admit of situation as I see It, but that does
anniveracceptance or rejection of the pro- vegetable ingredients, and has a spe "an examination wf roltiroad
rates, sary of his birth tomorrow. Born at tallow-greasewy with the light- argument, The most earnest advo- not mean that 1 should favor stateposed state constitution.
cific, curative effect on womanly or or average freight charges In cents, L'AsHOttiptlon in 1830, he began the ness of a frail lifeboat. As the great cates of the adoption Of the proposed hood, no matter what sort of fundaThe fight between San Francisco
gans. Try a bottle today. At your per ton, per mile, , disclose
some practice of law iri Montreal when but hulk plunged liito the water wild const It ut Ion are no more seatous In mental lnw wss submitted to us for
and New Orleans for the exposition
,
druggist's.
wherein the con- twenty-on- e
farts
Interesting
rears bf age and lit 1871 husrss went up from the thousands declaring their position In this re- our approval, Iletter wait Indofl
to celebrate the Panama Canal opensumer 1ms a part, flood beef, that re- was elected to parliament. In 1898 of throats, while bands played, guns gard than the leaders of the opposi- nltely for the right to govern our
ing in 1915 is expected to be settled on For La
boomed, and the sirens of the ship tion. On one side we are told that selves than Approve a constitution
Grippe Coughs and Stuffy tails from 20 to 15 cents per pound he was appointed" lieutenant-governo- r
Tuesday, when the house will take
In Pittsburg
Colds
is transported
front of Qnebeet Miring ten years later to ping assembled In the river Joined the rejection of the constitution by under which good government would
a vote on the matter.
Take Foley's Honey and Tar. It Chicngo nt n cost of less limn a
become chief jlistlt-fti 1909 lie serv In the chorus with deafening shrieks the people of the territory may In be Impossible. Hut we are not con
qua
One thousand leaders in the com- hives quick relief and expels the cold tor of a cent. The
Of tilts representative
ed
tie
as
carrying
charge
of of their whistles.
definitely postpone our admission to fronted with any such unfortunate
from
It
contains no
your system.
mercial life of the nation will assemThe Arkansas Is declared to have the union of states, and on the other alternative.
It Is safe and autre. O. 0. for a whole 1mm is only a trifle more the Dominion of Panada, on the Alasopiate,
ble in Washington Tuesday for the
than a cent yet It sells at retail here kan Boundary" commission.
no canal afloat as a I!
Schaefor and Red Cross Drug Co.
fighthand, that such action will not even
NO
"I HAVE
HESITATION
IN
ing machine. The heaviest
delay the desired consummation of SAYING THAT UNDER THE PRO.
given to the water so far Is the our hopes.
British battleship Lion, which has a
"It is because I am deeply persuad POSED CONSTITUION THE KIND
WE GET
displacement of 350 tons more than ed that the former position is cor- OF GOVERNMENT
the battleship launched today. The rect that I am tempted to write this
ENTIRELY ON THE
S
Arkansas,, however, will carry much letter, in the hope that what I say
OF THE NEW STATE. If the
FEBRUARY
heavier armor than the Lion and In may reach and influence some of majority of the voters choose to ?ut
PATTERNS
several respects she Is reckoned as those at least among whom I worked In office corrupt men, or men who
HAVE
In the Sixth Jvtdlloaa district. I can will servo special interests rmtbev
superior to the British warship.
854
not but foci that every one who dis than the common good, we shall
A It II IV I' I
a
of
has
The Arkansas
length
of have a government that will be no
nearly hlf a hundred foot long passionately reviews the history
tot,
er than the Delaware, 'the first New Mexico's struggle for statehood credit to us, but the fault will be
American dreadnought. The i beam Is and calmly considers the present sit ours and not the fault of the consti93 feet, 3 Inches, the displacement
uation must inevitably reach the same tution. Mr. Fergusson seems to he
be
26,000 tons and the contract speed conclusion. In 1908 the national con very sure that the people cannot
honest
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and
elect
compet
trusted
of
ventions
hoth
par
political
great
20.50 knots.
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s
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l l i
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ii
ii
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She Till be the first battleship of ties declared unequivocally for Im- ent men. His experience in the afbeen far
the United States navy to carry mediate statehood for New Mexioo fairs of New Mexico has cannot
butI
but
than
that
mine,
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fact,
greater
and Arizona.
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dur
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state
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tested by armor will be provided for conversation
ARE BEST
ONE-FIFT- H
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with
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very
boat
defense against torpedo
COME IN AND SEE
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In the course lems of state government.
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he
conversation,
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to
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boilers and coal or oil view of Reviews. To say that this mise. It provides for a state governon a misapprehension ment similar to those In successful
may be used for fuel. There will be feeling is based
beside the mark.
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operation in other commonwealths, it
conditions
of
from
deck
a complete protective
"The fact remains that the opposi establishes all necessary checks on
stem to stern. The most complete
itself the arbitrary exercUe of government- arrangement for obviating the dang- tion is there and may make
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(Contlnued on Page Pour)
and other accidents which have caus the constitution is rejected another
will
One-Thir- d
ed so many disasters in the navy
Mus- be used' to protect the men who will
Every woman's heart thrills at the
handle (he great guns of the ship.
cooing and prattling of a baby, and
motherhood la hor highest and purest
She will be equipped with powerful
Joy. Yet the suffering Incident to
will
masts
be
and
her
searchlights
this great consummation of her life's
arranged for wireless telegraphy.
desire, robs the anticipation of some
of its sweetness. Most of this can
The Arkansas will be fitted for
he
avoided by the use of Mother's
such
as
and
her
complement
flagship
mother's system for the com- will consist of a crew of about 1,000, Friend. This ereat remedy prepares the expectant
lnff event and Its use makes her comfortable during all the term. Mother's
One-Thir- d
of whom sixty will be officers. To Friend assists nature in gradually expanding all tissues, muscles and tendons, It
Only
make the life of the men below decks strengthens the ligaments, keeps the breasts In goor. condition, and brings the
physical condition. The regular use of
as agreeable as .possible particular woman to the crisis in healthful
Ifntttsels VriatlI lasisnl 4hA ltd In
attention is to be paid to the ventila vrhen
baby comes, and assures a TvTT
tion.
quick and natural recovery for the
mother. For sale at drug stores.
DONT FAIL TO TAKE
Write for free book for expectant
ADVANTAGE NOW
,
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged mothers.
'
In the wood. Direct from distillery
BEAD FIELD EEOULATOB 00,
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
Atlanta, Oa.
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PHYSICAL LIFE OF

for upwards of

20

DREADNOUGHT IS

80 cents per pound,

RAILROAD SHORT
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CAMDEN, N, J,

Issue Statehood Now or
Never, Says Judge Cooley
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80OK STORE

SIXTH STREET;

and as usual increase our lot of
Pay Day Bargains. Our goods are sold at the lowest possible prices
and tor mat reason you snoum traae witn us ana save money, uoii
pay more for some one's friendship, let it be a business proposition and buy to
the advantage of your purse
ARE NOW THROUGH INVOICING
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Ladies' Underwear

Mme. Irene

CORSETS

OFF

OFF

Few

Men's

Furnishings

Children's Coats Must Go

Off

Ladies' Skirts

Price

PRICE

11c
9c

Any Dress Gingham or Percale, up to 20c Value for
Any Dark Pattern Outing Flannel

v

ANY SILK SKIRT IN THE HOUSE
HAVE you seen the new
Adjusto Waists
lin Petticoats? No strings

wait Hnea
flounces.
see them

Ladies and jChildren's
Sweaters
Off Monday

Monday and
Tuesday Only
All Yarns 9c

White Goods Lowest Prices

Come in and

.
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Editor

liberties to bis Iron will. There is
no other way ouL- - Even the boasted
initiative will not remedy the situation painted in this objection of the
democrats.
Some men believe that honesty has
not disappeared from the earth, that
integrity Is still one of the prized
possessions of mankind and that the
population of New Mexico Is not
made up of blackguards who are
waiting for an opportunity to get into
high places and then out Judas Judas.
Such men are, thank God, in the majority, and we are convinced that they
will see to it that whatever opposition that is based on the theory
that all men are dishonest, and corrupt when elected to office will be
buried beyond any hope of resurrec
tlon.
"
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d

,

al power, and in my judgment, ITS
REJECTION WOULD BE A PRO
FOUND MISFORTUNE,
"I have but two more points upon
which I wish to touch. It is urged
with great vigor that the proposed

"l

A

.- .-it

constitution, is a bosses' constitution,
framed In the interests of the corporations. As to the first point, I must
confess that the statement seems to
me to have only an academic interest. The character of the men who
wrote the constitution is not an issue
in this election. Discussion of tue
moral or mental equipment of various party leaders who were delegates
to the convention is no more pertinent to the issue now before us than
a discussion of the wool schedule ot
the Payne tariff bill. The question is,
not who these men were, but what
they have submitted to us for approval or rejection.
"Just how the corporations get any
undue advantages from the constitu
tion has not been made clear. Mr.
y
Dooley once remarked to Mr.
that it was always a good plan
to take a crack at a policeman, for
a policeman was always In the way.
On the same principle, certain gentlemen would make this an occasion
to take a crack at the corporations
because taking a crack at the corpo
rations is always in order. I yield
to no one in my desire to see the
special interests of every kind eliminated from that kind of backstairs
participation in politics, which has
been so lamentably frequent all over
the country in the past. The proper
regulation of corporate enterprises Is
the most important problem pressing
upon us for solution today, but these
great questions must be dealt with
calmly, reasonably and intelligently.
Nothing is gained by mere reckless
denunciation of corporations in general at all sorts of inopportune times.
"Not since the days preceding the
civil war have the political, economic
and social questions confronting the
country been of such
consequence. To be shut out from
our heritage as American citizens at
such a time is a calamity, and it Is
ex
my earnest hope and confident
last
will
condition
this
that
pectation
but a few months more.
"THE IMPORTANT THING IS TO
MAKE THE VOTE FOR THE CON
STITUTION SO LARGE AND THE
MAJORITY . FOR
IT SO OVER,
WHELMING as to leave no doubt In
anyone's mind how the people of New
Mexico feel on the subject of state

ti,

With the Greatest Array of Special Bargains in High Grade
Wearing Apparel Ever Offered to the Women of Las Vegas
T

I

?

Remarkle Values in

Women's Suits
and Dresses
X

S
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iMACH

STORE

The

TVa reA tnt irr in

OF QUALITY"
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I

'Phot or
P1iirf1
33J Per Cent

r
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E LAS VEGAS..

January Sale
Women's
Undermuslins

S

Knit Underwear

An annual event of

tance

The enthusiastic Interest In this
great sale has proven the unusual
value giving of the Immense January
assortments. We feature these specials
At $1.88 Combination Suite of very
choice materials,
dainty practical
laces,, beading and ribbons like garment illustrated.
At $2.25 Night Gowns, exceptionally
strong January values. Square yoke,
back and front formed of beautiful
embroidery or laces.
At 94c Drawers, well made, of good
muslin, nainsook embroidery, trimmed
always worth $1.25.
At 58c, Corset Covers, lace or embroidery trimmed, good quality nainsook, worth 75c.

4?

?

f

1UI

2 exceptional bargains
S
at a discount of
33 Per Cent
J

n

1

7

Ullivu
and Misses Offer

VJilia

A

.

I

Hen-ness-

'

y

Monday Morninlat 8 O'clock We Start on the
Second Week of Our Great

Three)

Pag

Advertisers are guaranteed, the
Perhaps no fault should be found
largest daily and weekly circulation
of any newspaper in northeastern New with the Roswell-Recorfor a recent
Mexico.
statement made in its columns for
the reason that that paper is wisely
supporting the proposed constitution.
1911.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 14,
Nevertheless, it was with a decided
shock to our logical sense that we
DEMOCRATIC OBJECTIONS read the following in a recent issue:
MET AND ANSWEKED
"The New Mexico constitution is, we
believe, not so good a document as
The democratic convention that the one made by the Arizona convenmet at Santa Fe on the seventeenth tion, because it does not contain a
of last t month condemned the pro number of things that It should, and
which are to be found in the docuposed constitution for the reason, ment
before the voters of the sister
among others, that the board of
territory."
con
equalization therein provided for
Has
slsts entirely of elected officers who tum judgment forsaken the sancof the Record? If the Arizona
may have campaign debts to pay and
constitution
is worthy of adoption by
thus be under obligation to the peovoters
the
of
that territory and the
whose taxes
ple and corporations
New Mexico organic law Is not so
they are called upon to fix.
good as that of Arizona, of what
Section 5. of Article VIII. of the
possible
value, pray, is the constituproposed constitution, which relates tion
New
of
Mexico?
That is certo the matter under consideration,
tainly a queer statement to appear in
of
"A
state
board
that
provides
the columns of a paper that advocates
equalization i3 hereby created which the
adoption of the New Mexico
shall consist of the governor, travelstate
of
ing auditor,
auditor, secretary
state and attorney general. Until
AN
WORK DAY
otherwise provided, said board shall
have and exercise all the powers row
New Mexico will be perhaps, the
vested In the territorial board of
state that ever entered the
only
equalization."
The board here provided for is the union that provided in its organic
one that is objected to for the rea- law that eight hours should constison that inasmuch asiit will be com- tute a day's labor. Laboring men all
over the United States are yet labor
posed of elected officers Its members
will have campaign debts to pay and ing for official recognition along this
will pay them by violating official line, and yet they say the proposed
oath b. tiet vm ee .what validity there constitution
is not "oroereBalve."
is to thin objection..
Every man who earns his bread by
The Optic has always been in favor
"Juis Drow should vote
of fewer elective officers than the ror the constitution on the - 21st,
proposed constitution makes provision whether he be socialist, republican.'
for and from our point of view it is democrat or what not, pertinently re
to be deplored that there are so marks the Artesla Advocate.'
hood."
many. We do not think, however, that
elective officers are less likely to be
faithful to their trusts than others,
as appears to be the assumption of
TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET REPORTS
our democratic friends in the case of
the proposed board of equalization.
ilONEY AND STOCKS
Since the beginning of the campaign
Bulk $7.757.80; heavy $7.807.85;
New York, Jan. 14. Call money, packers and butchers $7.757.85;
for the election of delegates to the
constitutional convention the demo- nominal. Prime mercantile paper 4 light $7.757.80.
4 2 per cent Mexican dollars 45.
crats have uniformly been In favor
Sheep, none, market steady.
of having all officers elected. Their Amalgamated 64
Sugar 116. Atch
present
as expressed ison 103. Great Northern, pfd. 124
attitude,
CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
New York Central 110
Readthrough the medium of the Santa Fe
Chicago, Jan. 14. Cattle. 300, map
Northern Pacific 117
convention, does not show much con- ing 155
ket steady. Beeves $4.857.10; TexUnion Pa as steers $4.255.50; western steers
sistency with their former position. Southern Pacific 116
Steel 76
nfd. 118
In objecting to the proposed board of cific 175
$4.656.10; shockers and feeders $3.85
equalization they say, in effect, that
5.90; cows and heifers $2.656.50;
elected officers are more likely jto he
calves $7.5010.
unfaithful to the public than any
nETAL
Hogs 12,00, market steady. Light
other class. There is no getting
New York, Jan 14 Lead and cop- $7.707.95; mixed $7.707.95r pigs
away from the logic of that and we per, nominal and unchanged. Silver $7.408.05; bulk $7.757.90.
are surprised that such a weak and 54
Sheep, 1,500, market steady. Na
defenseless position should have been
tive $2.504.50; western $3.654.45;
selected. It shows, in this1 particular
yearlings $4.b05.75; lambs, native
WOOL
case at least, that the men who drew
St. Louis, Jan. 14. Wool, market $4.756.55; western $56.45.
the Santa Fe resolutions had hard unchanged. Territory and western
"work to find valid and unassailable mediums
JUST HALF IN BED
2123; fine, mediums 17
objections to the organic law.
Clyde, Ky. Mrs. I. A, Decker, writes
19; fine 1213.
What is the logical outcome of such
from Cyde: "I tecommend Cardul,
an objection? Let us investigate and
the woman's tonic, to any woman in
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
see. A board of equalization made
need of a remedy. For fivex years, I
Chicago, Jan. 14. Wheat, May, was unable to do
up of elected officers will be an un $1.01
my own work. Half
July 96
Corn, May my time was
satisfactory, a bad board, say the 48
spent in bed. At last
50
July
Oats, May 34 tried Cardul. Now I am well
democrats. Why? The only possible 2
and hap
July 34
Pork, May py, and can do my own work." Don't
answer is because the men who com$18.97
Lard, May $10.05; July suffer
pose it are to he elected. Then $9.97
pain, headache, and other woRibs, May. $10.02
does it not necessarily follow that if
manly miseries, when your own drugthe members of the board of equaliza
gist has on his shelf a remedy for
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
such troubles Cardul. Get a bottle
tion will be bad because elected, ev.
Kansas City, Jan. 14. Cattle 100, for your shelf. As a general tonic, for
ery other elected officer in the state
weak women, nothing has been found
will be bad for exactly the same rea market steady. Unchanged.
Hogs 3,000, market steady to weak. for 50 vears that would take Its place
son? The conclusion Is absolutely
'
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we offer

new,

great

Impor-
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an Immense range

,

fresh

and

highly

JJV&Z
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desir-abl-

underwear for present and early

at prices decidedly

spring wear

un-

der regular.

Women's Union Suits, very

practical-fo- r

the present mode of dress, as they
cling close to the body and do awiy
with all extra fullness.
$1.25.

Special

Usually worth

Price........

89c

20 Per Cent discount on all under-

ALL PRICED AT ,A REDUCTION
OF 14th

"Harvard

wear for Men, Women and Children.

ISzU

Mills"
Underwear.

Our January Linen and Towel Sale
out. Everyone should
lowest

,

"

prices through

Quotes

be

interested in these savings.

Satin damask table linens, an excellent line in an assortment of handsome designs.
$1.00 Linens at 79c
$1.25 Linens at 89c
$1.50 Linens at $1.15
$1.75 Linens at $1.40
$2.00 Linens at $1.59
$2.25 Linens at $1.79

Irish Huck towels, beautiful quality,,
each
64c
35c Linen Huck towels, and Turkish
bath towels, excellent values at
dozen
$3.25
$3.50 Fringed Satin Bedspreads, full;
size, with cut corners at each. . .$3.10;

35c Dimity, stripes or checks, finest
quality, per yard
28c
10 Per Cent reduction on all muslins and sheetings.

.

.

,

Off Nainsooks, long cloth,
and lawns.
,

t

i

1--

s

cam-bray-

20 Per Cent discount on all mercerized walstlngs.

3--

7--

Lace and Embroidery Values for January

3--

Special values in new

5--

fresh

Swiss embroidered Flounclngs
8c,
bandings, edgings,
10c, 16c, 20c, 24c, 28c, up to

merchandise show prices much
below

the usual quotations.

and nets reduced
- .i i.

rs

17c

grade.

(one t6 each customer) while

they last

14c

$2.75

SPECIAL

,
t

ably beautiful patterns, dain-

10

ty sheer and desirable

yards

(Amoskeag)

Apron

Check

Women's Shoes, sizes

75c." (10

for

to 7, worth up to

yard limit to each customer.)

1--

!

:

1--

$4.50

pair. .Special

2

per
$2.95

vp-

!

i

.,.

-

A Full Table of

Remnants, at 4
Regular Price
3--

irresistible.

OUR DISCOUNT SYSTEM
Has been in force for oyer two years and '
has given universal satisfaction
Our
prices the lowest possible for cash 10
?or ,casn think of your saving.
. i V" I Pe cen

plete line.

$5.00J;lack Silk Petticoats,

.

com-

,

mostly

Special

5--

Let us go a step or two further.
The corporation .commission will be
bad and will have campaign debts to
pay because its members will be
elected. The legislature will be bad
and will have campaign debts to pay
because its members will be elected.
The supreme court will be bad and
will have campaign debts to pay because its members will be elected.
Everything and everybody elected
will have campaign debts to pay and
will be bad. Very well. Assume all
that to be trtw.'Let us stop the
whole blamed business and start a
bloody revolution in the earnest hope
that it will bring forth a Caesar or a
Napoleon who will b strong enough
Sb take all our privileges away from
tea and subject our persons, lives and

Unusual prices placed on

newest fabrics, in .remark-

1--

1--

band-

Percale,

light patterns
Numbers of pieces of the

and insertions, galoons,

One-Fift-

36 inch

I

laces

ings,

$3.00 per yard.

Wash Fabrics for 1911.

French Vate, German

Clearance of odds'and ends In
Wash
Fabrics, Embroideries,
Laces, Dress

WW

i t

Goods, Outings. Canton
Flannels, etc.

, ,.

All cut 25c on the
Doar. A doIJar
goes an extra long
ways at our Rem-- ,

nant Department.
AT
A

TAUPERT'S
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sir months' accumulation of
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since we had our last
sale
fers a splendid
assortment
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OF WINTER
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Our Annual lli

D. N. Hartley, of
Springer 1b a bust
4 x
ness
vieitor in 'las' Vegas today.
Cold mornings and nights
Albert Stern has gone to New York
meanscolds, and colds mean
where he will make purchases for the
that disagreeable feeling"
that makes life miserable; to
Of Rugs, Linoleum and
varies Ilfeld company.
obviate which the
W. G. Bagby, who resides on a ranch
Portiers, Couch Covers
near Levy, has returned to his home
and Lace Curtains for
after a short visit here.
A. D.
Joe Holzman'of the Holzman Mer
COLD and GRIPPE REMEDY
cantile company of Corona, la In the
ONLY
city on a brief business visit
J. D. Somers, a Santa Fe Inspector,
is a panacea. No cold remEnding Saturday Night, Jan. 14, 1911
is here from his headquarters
edy known brings about surer
In
or more certain relief. No
Newton, ican., on official business.
fl9.80 for Alex Smith, 8 ft 3 by 10
family should be without a
Mrs. Duke Tipton, who had been
ft. 6 Axminster Kugs, worth 124.60
box of A. D. S. Cold and
to 127 50.
visiting frienda in Las Vegas, return25c box at
Grippe Remedy.
ed this afternoon to her home in $21.20forDepondon,9ft. by 12 ft.
Heavy Axminister Rugs, worth
Watrous. '
$27.50.
WINTERS DRUG CO.
A. J. Thull and E. J. Devlne of
$28.60 for Alex Smith, 9 by 12 ft.
Extra Axminster Bugs, worth
Watrous were here last evening to
$29.50 to $35.00.
Phone Maiu 3
attend the performance of "The Girl $25.95 for the $35.00
Supesior Rugs
in the Taxi."
size 9 by 12 ft.,
patterns
Off
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Potter of Den
ALL OTHER RUGS at
from the regular marked prices.
ver stopped oft heire a short time on
square yd. for heavy printed
their way home from California for 68oLinoleum.
a visit to Las Vegas relatives.
98c square yd. for Tile Inlaid LinA
oleum.
Alderman B. F. Forsythe was in the
Off for All Lace Curtains, Porcity today from his ranch northwest
tiers and Couch Covers.
of Las Vegas. He says things are
looking good In his part of the coun
try..
George McDonald of Chicago is a
BEEF
guest at St. Anthony's sanitarium. Mr.
McDonald is an old school mate v of
I
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
PORK
Rev. Father Naughton and they an
enjoying a visit together.
MUTTON
George Arnot, manager of the Albu
VEAL
querque branch house of the Gross AUTO RONS DOWN
Kelly company, and Donald Stewart,
CHICKENS
manager of the Tucumcarl branch of
the same concern, are In tne city to
HORSE THIEVES
HAMS ANO
attend the annual meeting of the com.
I
BACON
pany. Jacob Gross arrived yesterday
from his home in St. Louis for the AN EXCITING OVERLAND CHASE
same purpose.
FROM COLFAX, N.
TO
Dr. J. P. Kaster, chief surgeon for
TRINIDAD, COLO.
JOHN. A. PAPEN
the Santa Fe eyatem, arrived last
night from his headquarters in To- Trinidad, Colo., Jan. If. Pursued
PHONE 144 AND 145.
peka on a tour of inspection of the by an automobile a distance of almost
ranway hospitals. He was accom one hundred miles from Colfax, N. M.,
panied by F. W. Butterfield of Kansas a long overland chase of alleged horse-thieve-s
City, a member of the hospital board
ended in Trinidad shortly af
Dr. Kaster and Mr. Butterfield left ter 4 o'clock
yesterday afternoon,
this afternoon for Albuquerque. Dr. when Leno Pacheco and Jose Florez
DANISH ROYALTY
Kaster is well known in New Mexico, were
captured by local officers. Ma
having been stationed In Albuquer nuel Lucero the third member of the
'
gang of horse thieves, who, with FloFOR WITNESSES que several years ago.
rez and Pacheco, had riven In a bunch
CAT CAUSES $10,000 BLAZE
of six horses yesterday noon, made
Santa Fe. N. M., Jan. 14 An in his
getaway and is still at large. Joe
.THE DOWAGER QUEEN AND THE
quisitive cat last night caused a $10.- - Preund, foreman of the French ranch
QUEEN MUST TESTIFY IN
000 Are at Chillll, a settlement in the near Cimarron and
Deputy Sheriff
CIVIL SUIT
Manzano mountains, fifty miles south Frank Lambert of Colfax county, who
of Santa Fe. While the family of B. made the exciting automobile dash in
Copenhagen, Jan. 14 The (Dowager Salas was absent at a dance the fam pursuit of the horse thieves, arrived
ily cat overturned a lamp that had here just as the two members of the
Queen Sophia of Sweden and Queen been left
burning and set fire to the thieving trio were being taken to the
Louise of Denmark are among the house- Salas' store, adjoining, with
city jail.
members of royalty summoned here Its stock of merchandise, was also
The chase began early yesterday
to give testimony In the famous destroyed. The Insurance was small. morning. During the night the six
horses had been driven off from the
de la Brasch case, which came up in
ranch of William French near Cim
court here today for trial. For many STATEHOOD BOOSTERS
arron. All the available mounts had
years the case has been a staple of
been taken with three saddles and
in
and
in
both
Copenhagen
gossip
BEGIN TOUR MONDAY Freund started out to walk to Colfax.
Stockholm and the public in both
Arriving at Colfax he joined Lambert
cities is on edge in anticipation of
and
the two secured an automobile
is
which
the
mystery
of
revelation
a
SCHEDULES FOR SPEAKERS COM- and started off in pursuit of the horse
said to involve the royal families of
thieves. They had no definite knowPLETED TODAY EVERY PRESweden and Denmark.
ledge that the thieves had come this
BE
VISITED
TO
CINCT
in
the
mystery
central
The
figure
way but at Raton they learned that
some
is Helga de la Brascht who died
men and horses had been seen to
the
will
a
will
twenty-fivSchedules for the speakers who
years ago, leaving
in which she claimed to be the daugh- tour the county next week in support pass through the Gate City five hours
before.
ter of King Gustavus IV. of Sweden of the proposed constitution were
The horse thieves took the trail over
-Frederika
Princess
the
republican
and his consort,
completed today by
the
scenlo highway and it was over
of Baden. The suit Is brought by county central committee. Tomorrow
this
beautiful road that the automoestablish
night the first speeches will be made bile
relatives of the woman to
sped
gaining every minute on the
fortune
the
until
the
of
then
a
Friday night,
and from,
part
her claims to
thieves.
The
marks of the hoofs of
in possession of the Swedish royal eve of the election, the campaigners the horses were
plainly visible and
k
will
them
of
of
will bo busy. Many
family. The royal house
the auto Increased Its speed expecting
until
not
to
return
that
tomorrow
fact
the
leave
is involved through
to catch up with the gang before this
Queen Louise was a Swedish princess election day or the day preceding it city was reached. But the thieves
facilitate
the
To better
,
campaign
before her marriage.
into sev- had too much of a start on their purMany persons are of the opinion the county has been divided
suers and they reached Trinidad three
that the claims of Miss de la Brasch eral districts, each containing conti hours before the automobile after its
been
Word
has
Certain
guous precincts.
were not without foundation.
record run pulled into town. When
it is that she enjoyed a state subven- sent to- the chairmen of the central they did arrive, two of the trio had
date
the
to
of
each
in
district
committee
tion for many years, was admitted
been arrested.
the highest circles of society In for the arrival of the speakers In his All three of the alleged horse
are being
re- village and . arrangements
Stockholm, where she was usually
ferred to as "princess," and was fre- made for their entertainment and the
of roy. advertising of the meeting among the
quently seen in the company
people.
alties.
The county central committee found
For the most part, however, her
little
difficulty In securing competent
mystery.
in
deep
iif was shrouded
many prominent men of the
abroad
speakers,
educated
was
she
child
a
As
permanently by proper
their services. Among constipation
offering
unknown
county
with the benepersonal
with funds provided from an
Cleofes
are
will
men who
speak
ficial effects of Syrup of Figs and
source. When she came of age she the
Charles A. Spiess, Secundino Elixir of Senna, when required. The
returned to Sweden and continued to Romero,
Dr. M. F. De Marais, Luis forming of regular habits is most imRomero,
few
A
years
live in a state of luxury.
A. A. Sena, Margarito Ro- portant and while endeavoring to
Armijo,
allow
her
before her death, however,
Louis Ilfeld, Roman Gallegos, form them the assistance of Syrup of
ance ceased, and she died in appar- mero,
A. A. Gallegos, Charles W. G. Ward Figs and Elixir of Senna Is most valent poverty.
uable, as it is the only laxative which
and Judge C. J. Roberts.
acts without disturbing the natural
Autos, buggies and saddle horses
functions and without debilitating and
utilized
the
many
will be
speakers,
by
It is the one laxative which leaves the
of whom will have to make long Jour-ney- s internal
organs In a naturally healthy
from one precinct to another.
condition,
thereby really aiding one In
The campaigners are actuated by a that way. To get its beneficial effects,
desire for statehood and the belief buy the genuine manufactured by the
that the constitution la worthy of California Fig Syrup Co. only, and for
coffee
adoption. They receive no remunera- sale by all leading druggists. Syrup
10 days and
for their services and are In the of Figs.' and Elixir of Senna is never
tion
ills begin to leave .
with
work for no other reason than their classed by the
love for New Mexico and desire to medicines which make extravagant
see It progress in keeping with its and unfounded claims to cure habitual
a. Reason
climate constipation without personal
1 rich heritage of resources andUnion.
'
surpassed by no state In the
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ONE WEEK

SALE
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WE HAVE

.

NICE LINE OF
FRESH MEAT

"
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ROSENTHAL
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For the benefit of those unable to get waited on
we will continue our SALE of ANY

M

WMAT

GDC.

IN THE HOUSE

-

MONDAY AND TUESDAY
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We Lead, Others Try to Tag.
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Overcome
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thieves are known to have lived here
up to recently. Lucero, who got away
lives on the west Bide of town and
Florez and Pechoca are known to
have left here but three weeks ago.
The men are said to be members of a
gang of horse thieves which have
been operating throughout this sec
tion for several months.

--

--

San MiguelNational Bank
CmphmlPmldlH

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
BROMO Quinine
Take LAXATIVE
Tablets. Druggists refund money if it
fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S signature Is on each box. 25c.

$100,000.00
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D.T.HOSKINS.C-shle- r.
P. B. JANUARY,

Asst. Cashier.

050,000.00
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OUR SAVINGS BANKJ

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

And have them draw interest. Time will tell the
story of having wisely deposited them when you
see the growth they have attained.

Frank Revell,
CONTRACTOR

President,

May be industriously spun and woven of finest
texture, but the least thins: that brushes against it
destroys it forever. It's so with dollars and cents.
Not husbanded they take wings and fly away.
--i
Put themjjin

A

UII I a f
ri,VIOr

CUNN1NOHAM,

FRANK SPR1NOER, Vice President,

A SILKEN SPIDER'S WEB

CHICHESTER SPILLS '
;

J. M.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Served from barrels on the bar.

t?iA'?.2r

O0O0OO

and BUILDER

LAS

Estimates Furnished'on All Kinds ,Of
Building Job Work a Specialty
Phone, Main 336
Opposite Optio
i
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VEGAS-SAVIN-
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NOTICE OF ELECTION
Notice is hereby given that pursuant
to a proclamation Issued by the gov
ernor of the Territory of New Mexico
on the 22nd day of November, A. D.
1910, an election will be held in the
County of San Miguel in the Territory
of New Mexico, on the 21st day on January, 1911, at which election the quali
fied voters of New Mexico shall vote
directly for or against the Constitution adopted by the Constitutional
Convention held at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, from the 3rd day of October
to the 21st day of November, A.' D.
1910 at which e'ection those voting In
ratification of said Constitution shall
use the words "For the Constitution'
in either the English or Spanish language, and those voting against the
ratification of said Consttution
use the words "Against the Constitu
tion" in either the English or Spanish

FADS and FASHIONS

Optic

E3,

Enclnosa

House of Dolores Me

dina.
54, Mishawaka

House

of

D.

H.

Newcomer.
School
55,
Cherryvale Public
House.
Dated Las Vegas, New Mexico, Jan
uary 11th, A. D. 1911.

THE

LOBBY

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

SHORT ORDERS

AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
At the begin- problem of the Me blouse so earn
of the winter season it was ru- estly that It Is no poasibls to ob
1 ning
mored that the winter would bring tain ready made ibings of the kind
some radical changes in the fashion- In almost any mod'ah color and in
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bert V. Clark on Thursday afternoon.
Cathechism tor English speaking
RACINE -- SATI LEY OO., Vehloles
children on Tuesday 4 p. m., and on
Thursday evening the local union of
NAVAJO BLANKETS
Saturday 10 a. m.; for Spanish speak-ta- the Carpenters and Joiners' gave a
children on Thursday 4 p. m., and banquet at
in
Testaurant
on Saturday at 9 a. m.
honor of General Organizer Bradford. pld stood pointing his arrow at the
A large number
sof the carpenters charming bride-to-bwere present and the evening was
before the
minute
was
a full
It
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SORmuch enjoyed.
realized
women
the sig
present
young
ROWS Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor.
Then
decorations.
these
nificance
of
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third SunNext Thursday evening the A. O. U. all began talking at once and Miss
day excepted. Second mass 8:30, W. hall will be the scene of much
WHOLESALE DEALERS-Schaefer hlu3hlngly admitted her ensermon in English, hymns rendered
jollity. The Las Vegas lodge of the gagement, under the accusations of
by the children under the direction B'Nal B'Rith has
made arrangements her friends. When kisses, pleasant
of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass to
give a big dance there for Us mem- ries and other formalities Indulged In
at 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish. bers and
friends. The arrangements at such occasions by girls, had been
From 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4
committee is planning to make the af- exchanged the guests were seated. As
TRADE
Benediction of the Blessed Sacra fair the most
MARK
enjoyable in the history favors at each plate were placed tiny
These are not shot through shoes that are made as
ment. At the New Mexico Hospital of the
lodge..
candy boats containing bonbons. In fast as
for the Insane mass every fourtl
possible, so as to give the makers their talking chance
each boat was fastened a tiny penSunday by the pastor.
on
'the
and
"Helen"
words
nant
quantity and dollars; for shoes so made do not possess the
bearing
Something most unique In the way
on
side.
Hearta
either
"Carlos"
in workmanship and all around shoe goodness, or
character
anof decorations is promised at the
ONL Y EXCLUSIVE JOBBERS IN NEW MEXICO
nual carnival ball of the E. Romero were used profusely In the decorations the
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
and satisfaction found in the Sir Knight, which are
style
room.
the
of
dining
J. Wilbur Rose, Pastor.
Services Hose and Fire company, which will be
All lasts, all
The guests present were members made pair by pairwith the utmost care.
SIX COMPLETE DEPARTMENTS SIX.
held in A. O. U. W. hall, on Eighth given on the evening of February 22
of the Sewing club and a number of leathers, all
and
Ask
dealer.
$5.00.
street, between Douglas and Lincoln, in the Duncan- opera house. A
$4.00
right. $3.50,
your
Dry Goods Groceries, Hardware, Implements, Stoves, Vehicles
has been engaged to come here close friends of the Misses Cunning, Combined teaching service, 10 a. m,
BY
CUSTOM
MADE
ham and Miss Schaefer. It was an
HAIL ORDERS vyggSSgSSST'
Preaching, subject, "Some Mottoes from Denver and assist the guests In
"
nounced the Sewing club would keep
ifor the New Year," 11 a. m. Endeavor planning their masques.
WERTHEIMER-SWART- S
use
at
for
the
engagement
ring
big
meeting, led by Miss Lorrlne Lowrey,
future parties at which announcement
U. S. A.
subject "Untrodden Ways," 6:30
Joint Installation
LAS VEGAS,
SANTA ROSA
ALBUQUERQUE,
of
the engagements of its members
m. Preaching, subject, "The Chris of
Lodge Officers
will be made. This led to many con
tlan Church and Some Modern Re
Monday evening the Las
Vegas jectures and one young lady present
forms," 7:30 p. m.
lodge of the Independent Order of is said to have been afraid to enter
Odd Fellows and the Rebekahs, its
into the conversation tor fear of draw
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY, sister organization, participated in a ing it in her direction.
New York, Jan. 14. Brooklyn, no picting a hold-udecided to try a
followed
After the luncheon a mock marriage doubt, forms part of Greater New realistic reproduction of the scene.
Regular services every Sunday morn joint installation of officers
A large number
ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday even by a social session.
ceremony was performed and provok York, but in some respects is has pre They waylaid and robbed a man and
both
of
of
orders were ed much merriment. The party was served its own
members
the
Ing at 8 o'clock in O. R. C. hall,
peculiar individuality nearly killed him when he resisted,
11
present and the evening was much charming in every appointment and to a remarkable degree. It Is com- but
Pioneer building. All are welcome.
they were soon captured and are
enjoyed. F. G. Brefeld, acting district was the jolliest gathering of congenial posed of distinct colonies which have now in
in
jail, awaiting their hearing
deputy grand master, conducted the
this win their own traditions, customs and court.
FIRST METHODIST EPISCOPAL installation of the Odd' Fellows while tdrls that has taken place
of the ways of doing things, entirely differCHURCH Cor. Eighth street and Na Mrs. Karl Wertz, president of the ter. The complete surprise
of the en- ent from the methods, traditions and
announcement
at
the
There Is a boy in this town who
guests
tional avenue, K. C. Anderson, pastor.
grand assembly of the Rebekahs, in gagement added to the fun.
or set- deserves to be made an honorary
colonies
notions
of
the
other
school
at 9:45. Sermon by stalled the officers of that order.
Sunday
Miss Schaefer and Mr. Dunn are tlements- There is a settlement in the member of the Ananias1 club. The
Matin
the pastor at 11. Junior League at 2:30
Following are the officers installed : among Las Vegas' most popular young southern part of Brooklyn the Inhabi- other day his mother perlmtted him
p. m.;
Epworth League at 6:30; Odd Fellows Sig Nahm, past noble
people. They will be married during tants of which, for many years, have to visit some of his school friends
evening preaching service at 7:30.
grand; Karl Wertz, noble grand; A. the current year is the belief of their observed the custom of starting the living at some distance from his
A cordial Invitation is extended to T.
Rogers, sr., vice grand; T. M.
friends, although they have not an new year with a dip in the chilly home- He was ordered to return at
all who have no other place of worsecretary; W. E. Crites, trea nounced Ihe date for that nappy surf at Coney Island. This year the a certain hour, but did not come
20c
or
each
mora,
2,000 lbs.,
pw 100 lbs.
delivery,
ship to attend divine services at this surer; Rebekans Mrs. o. w. nere-for- event.
mild. home until several hours after the
weather was comparatively
25c
each
to
2,000
1,000
lbs.,
lbs.,
church.
per 1t0 lbs.
delivery,
noble grand; Mrs. A. H. Speich-- '
Just a few degrees below the freezing time fixed.
When the promising
100 lbs.
30o
each
secre
200
to
B.
1,000
lbs.,
delivery,
Mrs.
per
more
Dally,
than fifty ydungstef, all out of breath, reached
er, vice grand;
lb,
point, and as a result
treasurer.
PROHIBIT
B0 lbs., to 200 lbs, each delivery 40o per 100 lb.
TO
start
BILL
Mrs.
McAllister,
old
and
men
and
young,
Main
women,
Corner
his
CHURCH.
tary;
Informed
anxious
his
BAPTIST
home, he
Leae than 60 lba.f each delivery, 60e per 100 Iba.
ed for Coney Island In the morning mother that he had been kidnaped by
avenue and Sixth street.
and disported themselvs upon the a big "man with big whiskers but that
TIGHTS
"Girl in the Taxi"
WEARINGJF
sandy beach for about half an hour after a desperate fight the kidnaper
Event of Week
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH. Theatrical
was overcome by a brave policeman,
before
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity and
they took their traditional
That much talked about production,
were who took the man from his intended
AUTHOR
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Douglas
LEGISLATOR
ocean.
In
the
They
KANSAS
was
qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous. Office 70J
dip
lasting
Taxi"
staged
in
the
The Girl
AFFECTavenue and. Tenth street
or
MEASURE
actors
FREAK
really
they
did
all
to
OF
So
either
victim
good
the station.
Douglas Avenue.
glibly
opeia house
last night in the Duncan
.
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WOMEN
sensation.
so
ING
with
and
the
his
Morning worsmp aim
tell
the
the
story
Kvidently
enjoyed
boy
v v
UK1U1 O A
rt
J
7
o'clock. Bible Study and eunuay
much realistic detail, that his fond
what it desired as it kept
got
crowd
m.
ot
a.
Young
to
the
fall
often
not
(school session at 9:45
cham
14.
The
does
It
became almost hysterical as
mother
Jan.
Topeka, Kans.,
up a constant ripple of laughter that
a
was
scholarship
win
to
mortal
account
thei
of
People's Society at 7 P. m.
of
is
the
country
any
And
bill
that
roar.
progressed and the boy
a
freak
pion
often broke into
born. Yet, this had to ask her to be calm and strong
The church extends a most hearty
THE STANDARD FOR 30 YEARS
what plays are staged for, anyhow, to introduced in the Kansas legislature in a college by being
to a while he finished his yarn. When
Strangers
invitation to all people.
Meade
thtt
of
Is
happened
thing
the
Girl
very
in
Cones,
The
this week by George
P
hl audlenceB.
in this his mother, an hour later discovered
and sojourners la the city especially
& nonBenBlcalf farce-cocounty, which would prohibit the boy of poor Jewish parents
Jewisn that her son's story was purely ficat
the
or
born
was
welcome.
who
ana
on
the
stage
ci,ty,
wearing of "tights"
edy in three acts. It is so lignt
the
other
nignt. tion and had been invented by him
also
profemale.
It
hospital
Maternity
find
can
any
one
something
in public by
breezy that
in On the last day of the past year there on the spur of the moment to give
In
line.
from
female
appearing
every
in
hibits
at
any
nearly
to
laugh
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH
re six women in the hospital, an excuse for his disobedience, she
it is a shade suggestive but it public with a skirt on mat nangsMiHmuii avenue and Eighth street. places
their confinement. In every had another, strictly private Interpanthe
below
inches
four
awaiting
than
less
coarse.
is not
Rev. J. S. Moore, paste;.
is
seemed
women
case it
only the question of view with her promising offspring.
tella or knee cap. The penalty
The costumes worn by the
Second Sunday after the Epiphany,
.here was consid Once more she was considerably ex
and
in
And
hours
few
a
the
jail
or
beautiful.
were
New Mexico Territory Furnished Write for Catalogue and
fine of $100
imprisonment
of the show
.
January 15, 1911. Holy Communion, women themselves were pretty. The for a montn or two.
erable doubt and speculation among cited, but this time her son did not
by the W. H. ROGERS CO.
wno
rncfS.
as
to
nurses
Texas.
and
7:30; Sunday school, 9:45; Morning
Mr.
of
matrons
Cones
,
and
to
be
the
her
modest
Houston,
strong.
the
implore
The chaste and
stage settings were handsome
nraver and sermon 11:00.
actresses got away wltn comes from one of the southwest would win the race. The superintendand
actors
This church is open daily for pri
rniintw of the state and is a new ent of the hospital and the members
their lines In good style.
Boys, as a general rule, are a
vate prayer and meditation.
a
on
member. He is young and bashful of the Ladies Auxiliary of the insti belligerent lot and the street urchins
The story hinges
interested in the
Bion of three men, a banker, nis son While he cannot prevent the shock tution become so
who make, a living for themselves
to offer a
.
decided
three
The
to his sensibilities at the Topeka matter that they
and his nephew-in-lawand, sometimes, for their folk it
Douglas
MONTEFIORE
TEMPLE
house when they be theaters this winter, yet he will be scholarship in any college in the City
the
from
sneak
on the
'
avenue and Ninth street, J. S.Raisin,
or girl who home, by selling newspapers
lieve the whole household to be able, in the event that his bill passes, of New York to the boy
no means an excepare
streets,
by
rabhL
They meet in a down town to come here two years hence and should be born in the hospital upon tion to the rule. At least, rhere is
anService and sermon every Friday asleep.and are mutually surprised. sit
through a theater performance as the strike of the midnight bell
no record of any newsboy who had
Services for chil- cafe
8
o'clock.
ana
at
the
1910
in
the
Girl
of
the
night
iamA na nnv Sundav school in
nouncing the close
Chorus girls and "The
Satur
become so angelic as to give in rather
every
school
dren and Sabbath
beginning of the new year. The for than fight. Scraps are of such fre
Taxi," who is the wife of a prominent far western county of Meade.
o'clock.
10
at
a promiday morning
The pony ballet must go, and the tunate youngster, who made his ap- quent occurrence among tie news
perfume manufacturer, play
nent part in the plot. Wives and hus broilers, and the stately beauties who pearance in this world with remark- boys that it has been suggested to
G. H. Mumms & Co.
3 Star Hennessy
forms in able promptness, just as midnight follow
bands discover what has occurred ana exposed their statesque
of the newsboys
the
example
Pommery
and
recon
old
out
Brandy
the
tights. The man on the front row bells began to ring
the curtain drops on a general
GreatWeste
of Boston and to establish a court of
17 Different Brands
named
will
be
.
will
new
the
show
year,
Peach Brandy
at the musical comedy
Sauterners'
ciliation
ring in
arbitration for the settlement of all
of Bourbon and
Virginia Dare
Last evening a ten piece orchestra mourn and refuse to be comforted, Josephus.
minor disputes between the boys: In
Apple Brandy
Claret
we
so
furnished music between the acts. The heater companies that come to
have
court
Deidesheimer
Rye,
Boston the three Judges o the
Brandy
reAprioot
of
ine
sets
two
"
have
to
decided
will
have
have
a
improvement,
Laubenheimer
Kansas
Students of Psychology
This is
of arbitration are members of the
5 Stars
brand.
your
was
ap- costumes for their chorus girls.' The
Niersteiner
orchestra played so well it
peatedly called attention to the dan- newsboys' guild, elected annually by
Imperial Ri ne Wine
California Brandy
audience.
tights and spangles and butterfly ger arising from the suggestive ef- their fellow members' at a regular
plauded frequently by the
costumes will have to be laid aside fect of public exhibition of criminal election. The
Imported Port and Sherry also White Port Wine.
plan of establishing
of
tendencies'
Priscilla
this
state
in
gown,
and
imitative
the'
the
acts
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similar court In this city is now be
MondaV 13 an Ideal Engagement Announces
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the mother hubbard and sackcloth morally weak individuals, but these
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Afternoon Party
at
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v
and ashes substituted for the same. warnings only met with ridicule on
&
,
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afternoon
SOap lur
party
delightful
But maybe not, maybe the house will the part of the general jmblic. Even
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A Reliable Cough Medicine
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It has been demonstrated, beyond
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as Suit anu
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that
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doubt,
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was
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moving
annnnrmKt
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of a similar nature, did manufactured
by the Tuberclecide
a secret until the serving of tne lun- exactly. Mrs. Charles Kline, N. 8th
703
in
International Bank
the
of
convince
not
general
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"Several
Company
public
nnoifiTiwl much surprise. St., Easton,
Pa., states:
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In artnition lt ii"o
j
con- of my family have been cured that such exhibitions are dangerous Building, Los Angeles, California,
members
mto
U6hered
were
is
?oap
the
Monday Laundry
bad coughs and colds by the use to the public welfare and should be cures tuberculosis where there Is at
1
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.
that- of
,i wa.
of Foley's Honey and Tar and I am
the dining room n
tains a marvelous
never without a bottle In the house, suppressed. Another case was added least three months vitality remain
. beautiful
ana
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WUIUlsafv."hme onrl ruuuuig,
the
it soothes and relieves the irritation to the list of warning examples the ing. Cases pronounced incurable are
o
on
tear
at MISS Bcuaeiei i""-to the
in the throat and loosens up the cold. other day,, when three young men today walking testimonials
as wen as
table was suspended, amid flowers and I have always found it a reliable
wit- above fact, and some of them with
In
after
New
over
Jersey,
having
clothes
diamond
ring. cough cure." O. G. Schaefer and
greenery, an immense
Cu- nessed a moving picture show, de- - less than one lung remaining.
Cross Drug Co.
In the center of the table a little
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SHOE CO.
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St. Louis,

Stray Topics From Little Old New York

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Pis ti e d W a t e r
CRYSTAL ICE CO.

Phone

-

227,

Retail Prices:-

'

AGUA PURA COMPANY

five-minu-

-

and Paint Specialties

FOR THE HOLIDAY TRADE
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All Holiday Brands of Cigars

BAR
i OPERA

Try an Ad. in Tim Opits'o
"Want Columns"

8
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FOR CASH ONLY
fof.w

25c
lbs. Extra Fancy Rural Potatoes for
48 lb. Sack Diamond M Flour for
70c
24 lb. Sack Diamond M Flour for
25c
7 Bars Pearl White Soap, for
25c
7 Bars Magic Washer Soap for
25c
6 10c Bars of Tar Soap for
25c
4 1 lb. Packages Crescent Gloss Starch for
25c
4 1 Ib.Packages Crescent Corn Starch for
1
doz cans for
$1.10
Largo Cans, Elk Brand Tomatoes, for 10c,
15c
Yellow Free Stone Table Peaches, per can, for
95c
3 Cans, Standard Sugar Corn, for 25c, 1 dozen for
Runkles Powdered Chocolate, 1 lb. Can, regular 50c, sale price. . 30c
$1.75
20c White Horse Early June Peas, per can, 15c, 1 doz cans
10c
lb
new
Dried
Standard
goods, per
Peaches,
15c
lb
new
Dried
per
Apricots,
goods,
.f
Fancy
$1.10
125o California Fruit Jams, each 10c, 1 doz. for
6c
Fancy Jap Style Rice, per lb
25c
Best Broken Rice, good size grain, 6 I be. for
15c
Monarch Fritter Corn, very fancy, per can
19c
Reindeer White Hominy, large cans for
10c
Farm House Catsup, 2 Pint Bottle for
10c
Dr. Price's Rolled Oats, 24 oz. net weight, per package
Victor Brand Macaroni, Spaghetti or Vermicelli, 3 packages for. . 25c
25c
8 Boxes Black Diamond Matches for
22c
10
7
to
Breakfast
lb, slabs, per lb,,,,
Bacon,
Fancy
13

Buy all you want,
every article guaranteed
Premium tickets given with this special sale, the
same as with our regular sales, at

THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

Phone Main

Election day one week from today.

'

Will Thread a Needle iu the Dark

All high grade1 tonics used at Not

$3.50, $4.00 and $5.00 shoes offering
for $2.95. Just like giving away, at

Taichert's.

tTJ

'

'

PATKNTID

We have in stock needles for any
sewing mochine made. Also Bobbins, Shuttles and Belts. Phone
Main 379.

sif

The

OF
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gANK

.

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building, 6th St.
JEFFERSON RAYN0LDS. President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier
A

general banking business transacted.
Interest paid on time deposits.

Automobile, carriage and sign
This evening in the Y. M. C. A. hall
painting by a practical painter. 429
Grand avenue.
the Lutz Concert company will appear
in the fourth number of the Santa
Clean, hot towel, each and every Fe's entertainment course. The comshave, at Sanitary Barber Shop. pany, is composed of four people, all
Nagle & Buhler.
of whom are said to be artists in their
line. Mary Jacquin Lutz, violinist;
Next week we will begin giving Marie Harris, reader;
Harry G.
cash prizes for the highest scores Brooks, cornetist; and Julia G. Lutz,
made at bowling.
soprano, make up the personnel of the
company. There has been a large adLas Vegas has broken the record. vance reservation of seats. Secre
A straw hat was seen on the street
tary Fitzsimmona of the Y. M. C. A.
today, January 14.
requests railroad men who have tickets reserved and will be unable to use
Acting City Marshal E. C. Ward them to turn them In early this evenhas been commissioned a deputy ing so that other railroad men and
sheriff by Sheriff Secundlno Romero. citizens who did not get tickets will
be able to secure seats.
Mrs. Samuel Rhodes, who resides on
the mesa, is 111 and has been' obliged
Twenty young men and women took
to go to Las Vegas hospital for
the examination for qualification as
teachers, which was held yesterday
in the court house under the direcBest service In the city and finest
tion of County Superintendent M. F.
meals for the price asked for are
Des "Marais. The papers are being
furnished patrons
of the White
graded and those who 'made passing
Kitchen- Meals 25 cents.
grades and secured certificates will
be made aware of that fact within the
A Las Vegas lawyer will make the
next few days. Dr. Des Marais hopes
principal address at the Y. M. C. A. s to fill from
the ranks of the successmen's meeting tomorrow afternoon at
ful contestants several schools in the
4 o'clock. All men are invited to be
county 'which are vacant because of
present.
the lack of qualified teachers. Much
more interest waa shown In the examiBoots and shoes made to order for
nation than had been expected by the
a
custom
cripples
specialty. My old
ers and the public are generally In superintendent and he is pleased with
the result.
vited to 'jail and Bee roe. Joe MarSixth'
621
tin
street.
Officers for the .coming twelve
months
will be .installed by the Las
Though he is able to be about town
Grand Army of the Repost
Vegas
City Marshal Ben Colea probably will
next
at
its
regular meeting next
not be able to resume his work for public
evening.
Following Is a list
Tuesday
several weeks. He Is still weak from
afthe effects of the critical illness fol- of the men who will conduct the
Hlg-ginD.
A.
fairs
the
this
of
year:
post
lowing his recent surgical operation.
commander; Jacob Kenestrick,
The Santa Fe will hand out its pay senior vice commander; S. K. Sydes,
checks Monday on account of the fact Junior vice commander; John Shank,
that the regular pay day, which is the quarter master and chaplain; W. B.
fifteenth of the month; occurs on Sun Brunton, officer of the day; J. Fellipe
officer of the guard; Adln
day. The road's pay roll here has Gonzales,
H.
Whttmore,
delegate to department
been increasing steadily for several
almonths. That for December is said encampment; Jefferson Raynolds,
to
ternate
delegate
department
to have eclipsed the December pay
roll for 1909 by several thousand dol
lars.

Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.

GREECJ3ERG ER'S

-

YOUR CHOICE

THREE DAYS

STRICTLY CASH
20 lb. Sugar $1.00
8 barsTeepeeSoap25cJ
3 lb. Y. M. C. Coffee)

75c
25 lb. Greely Potatoesx

WANTS

Hams and Bacon

$$Da7B

fnr

25 Per Cent Discount on Child"
ren'a Suits and Overcoats

fnry

lb. Unrivaled Japf m)J
)
Tea 50c.

.

SPECIAL SALE
For Three Days Only
MONDAY, TUESDAY, WED.
Jan. 16, 17, 18, at

White Cleaned Oats

THE COFFEE MAN

Wait

The Modern
Method of Ironing
Shirts
is the "press machine" method,
the process we use In our
laundry.
By this system your shirt
bossoms are ironed without
friction, motion, or undue wear
from any cause. The shirt
bossoms are placed upon the
'
flat, softly padded ironing
boards and presses against the
steam heated ironing plate
b. ing held there until ironed
j.nd dry.
There is no motion, so no
stretching and no pulling of
your shirts. They keep their
better
shape
wear
and
longer. And our process gives
a handsome domestic ; finish
that even hand ironing "cannot
Continued patronage
equrL
will prove to you that we both
make your linens looks better
and wear longer.

"OUR

Phone Main

'

I

therefore it does not dry out

Tony

Faust' Budwefser "beer

US TO SHOW OUR GOODS

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.
You furnish
the girl
and we'll

TONIGHT
CRYSTAL

THEATRE

THE GRAAF & HAYWARD
CO, STORE

iiL-th- e

city.

MOVING

Program changes Sunday,

n

the thing
that counts

J. C. JOHNSEN" & SON,

Monday, Wednesday
and Friday

Phone Main

258625 Douglas Avenue.

BARGAINS
20

now

OUR CUT ROSES
v

.

Are the best we Have ever had
Now selling again at the bid price

$

of $1.25 per dozen

Las Vegas Greenhouses
Store on Center Street
Phone, Main 462

20

Just in a beautiful line of

Tallow-Mad-

Woman's and Misses Skirts
at very low prices, also
300 Men's and
Boys' hats nobby
styles, these were drummers' samples and will close out at 33 3 per-

. DEPARTMENT STORE.
(f

LUMP
SCREENEDckewllos
'

.'.

K---

V;

v.'..

Anthracite Coal, all dzes.v Steam CoaJ.

:

;

k.

5 ,

,' ,;

Sawed Wood and Kindling.

Romero Mercantile

PURE THINGS TO EAT

the house

Ml?

PICTURES

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged cent off.
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
Pest draught beer in the city, at
tfie Lobby, of course.

furnish

Quality is

TV.-)

on tap at the Opera Bar and is one
latest styles
of the finest draft beers served over

any bar

131.

IT IS A PLEASURE FOR

The Best on Earth

by

Pi

Las Vgas Roller Mills

Misses and Childrens' Coats
$2.50
value, now.'
12 Misses and Childrens' Coats
REVOLT AGAINST TAMMANY
4.50
$6.00 value, now.......
New York,
Jan. 14. Storm sig
nals Indicating a revolution in Tain 20 Woman's Coats $6.00 value
4.50
now
many, circles against the selection of
Willam F. Sheehan for United StateB 15 Woman's Coats, $10. value,
Hams 25c per lb
senator, were posted here today when
now
7.50
J. Sergeant Cram, long a member and 200
Women's
and
Misses'
Knit
Bacon 32c by the side, 35c by lb.
high in the standing of the councils
Mittens. 35c to 50o value, now. .20
of the party, announced if Mr. She
150 Women's and Childrens'
han were elected he would quit pol'.
Knit Mittens 35c to 60c value,
,.
"
We slice our bacon
,7V.-;-hand
tics.
:Y,--

And See Our Ad. Monday

Corn Corn Chops
and

Brevrv

$3.50

! ! !

Hy

Timothy

BOUCHER'S

IT.

-

smudl

JJ

I

50c.

1

s,

The oration of Miss Aurora Lucero, That beautiful little Eighth street
farm, only four miles from town,
which was delivered at the recent conwith house, barn, stable, corral,
test of the
Oratorical
sheds and orchard of 40 trees 160
has
in
considerable
been
association,
acres, all fenced, 50 acres possible
demand since the contest. Its subto be irrigated on south shore of
ject, "Shall the Spanish
Language
the big Camfield reservoir, and
Continue to be Taught in the Public
Schools?" 's a timely one. The Noronly $2400.
mal University has received so many HARRIS REAL ESTATE COMPANY.
requests for copies of the oration that
it will be issued in bulletin form by DEADLY CHEMICAL EXPLODES
the schoo1 In the near future.
San Francisco, Jan. 14. A bottle
of a chemical compound dropped by
City Clerk Chas. Tamme Is carry- or crushed in the pocket of John O.
ing on a correspondence with the Norton,, a well known mial.ig eugt
Santa Fe officials in regard to se neer, is believed to have caused an
curing the free transportation of a explosion late yesterday on
the
car load of trees from a Colorado nur- Southern Pacific
ferry boat Berkeley,
sery to Las Vegas. ,If he is success- plying between this city and Oakland
ful the. city likely will purchase a which
brought instant death to Nor
large number of young trees to be bon, seriously injured two others and
set out by the citizens during the created a'
panic among the 2,000 pas
early spring. Mr. Tamme expects to sengers crowding the vessel's decks.
be able to make a report at the next The
explosion occurred in the lava
meeting of the city council a week tory, in which four others besides
from next Wednesday.
Norton were at the time. Norton's
body was blown into bits. Roy L.
Sampson and Edwin Hoffschneider
were badly injured, the latter perhaps
fatally. A- Ci Miller and Louis Saure
were cut and bruised in the wreck of
the lavatory, but escaped serious In
jury.

DOLLARS

THREE

-

Swift's Premium

?.

AT

Ludwig Wm, Ilfeld

Inter-Scholast-

ESTABLISHED. 1876

'A

.'' etc. t

Simple, durable, automatic.
It threads any needle Itself even in the dark.
Most valuable of all attachments.
Vo twlstlne. bit inn or cutting thread.
"

SOMEONE

193 or Main 194

First Rational

ACM

for 25c

A Wonder Worker

.

When you Lave absolutely nothing
else to do, try box ball bowling.

JANUARY 16th 17th AND 18th

THE STORE

BOYE NEEDLE THREADER

ette's barber shop.

For Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday

1? lbs. Granulated Sugar

LOCAL NEWS

i

;

f

5

Co.
,

D. IV. CONDON
Foot of Main St.

Phono Main 2 1

